Music—Performance, Piano Pedagogy Emphasis
Department of Music

Bachelor of Music Degree
BM.MUS.PERF.PP (202)

MUSI 3105* (MUS 308) Baton Technique 1
MUSI 3347* (MUS 347) Music History from Antiquity to 1750 3
MUSI 3349* (MUS 349) Music History from 1750 to Present 3

PIANO PEDAGOGY EMPHASIS: 61 HOURS

PHED 1111 (201) 1
MUAP 1069 (APM 100P) (APPLIED MUSIC) Piano 2,2,2,2 8
MUAP 3069 (APM 300P) Piano 2,2,2,2 8
MUAP 10XX***** (APM 100) 1,1,1,1 4
MUAP 30XX***** (APM 300) 1,1 2

Take eight semester hours from:
MUSI 3256* (MUS 390) Jazz Theory and Practice 8
MUSI 3263* (MUS 391) Form and Analysis 8
MUSI 3264* (MUS 392) Orchestration 8
MUSI 3265* (MUS 393) 18th-Century Counterpoint 8
MUSI 3266* (MUS 394) Choral Arranging 8
MUSI 3267* (MUS 395) 20th-Century Analysis 8
MUSI 3268* (MUS 396) Band Arranging 8
MUSI 3269* (MUS 397) Advanced Ear Training 8
MUSI 3270* (MUS 398) 16th-Century Counterpoint 8
MUAP 3086 (APM 301B) Piano Improvisation 2
MUSI 4095* (MUS 490) Individual Problems 3
MUSI 4251* (MUS 451) Piano Pedagogy 2,2 4
MUAP 4252* (MUS 452) Piano Literature 2,2 4
MUEN 1XXX***** (MAJOR ENSEMBLE) 1,1,1,1 4
MUEN 3XXX***** (MAJOR ENSEMBLE) 1,1,1,1 2

MUSIC ELECTIVES 8

FREE ELECTIVE (not MUSI, MUAP, MUEN—see NOTE) 4

MINIMUM HOURS REQUIRED TO COMPLETE DEGREE 123

Core curriculum courses should be taken during the first two years of enrollment. For a list of core courses with descriptions see www.wtamu.edu/starr.
* Indicates prerequisites—see catalog for more information.
** Recommended by department.
*** While MATH 1332 will fulfill core math requirements for students in the 2008-2009 catalog, it will NOT prepare them for math beyond MATH 1332 such as Business Math II (MATH 1325), Pre-Calculus (MATH 2412), etc.
**** Or an equivalent course (second year, second semester) in French or German.
***** Course numbers vary depending on lesson or ensemble taken.
Note: This is NOT a degree plan. Upon completion of 60 hours, apply for a degree plan in the office of the dean of the Sybil B. Harrington College of Fine Arts and Humanities, located in Mary Moody Northen Hall, Room 161, or call 651-2777.